
In The Clock Book he brings together the history of timekeeping with a guide to the basics of clock collecting. Clear line drawings illustrate the rudimentary details of clock mechanisms and the evolution of their cases. Balcomb has created an essential text for any developing horologist or casual enthusiast. Product Identifiers. Publisher. National Association of WATCH & Clock Collectors, Incorporated. ISBN-10. 0982358474. The clock book. by. Nutting, Wallace, 1861-1941.Â Topics. Clocks and watches, Clock and watch makers. Publisher. Garden City, N.Y., Pub. in coÃƒÂ½peration with Old America Company by the Garden City Publishing Co., inc. Collection. inlibrary; printdisabled; oliverwendellholmeslibrary; phillipsacademy; americana. On the clock book - 102 products on Joom. If you're looking for high-quality and affordable on the clock book - you'll find the best on the clock book at great prices on Joom - from 3 to 6 USD. A wide range of available colours in our catalogue: Black, Green, Blue, White, Red, Gold, Gray, Pink, Coffee, Orange, Purple, Yellow. Only high-quality materials: Plastic; and popular brands: EMPORIA, Gigaset, Panasonic, Samsung, Swisstone, SWITEL. Our advantages.Â If you're not satisfied with the quality of on the clock book you've received - please contact our support. We'll review the issue and make a decision about a partial or a full refund. &Free worldwide shipping. All products from on the clock book category are shipped worldwide with no additional fees. Frequently Asked Question.